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Abstract:

In this paper, we present the maintenance assistance user interface (MAUI), a novel approach for providing
tele-assistance to a worker charged with maintenance of a cyber-physical system. Such a system comprises
both physical and digital interfaces, making it challenging for a worker to understand the required steps and
to assess work progress. A remote expert can access the digital interfaces and provide the worker with timely
information and advice in an augmented reality display. The remote expert has full control over the user
interface of the worker in a manner comparable to remote desktop systems. The worker needs to perform
all physical operations and retrieve physical information, such as reading physical labels or meters. Thus,
worker and remote expert collaborate not only via shared audio, video or pointing, but also share control of
the digital interface presented in the augmented reality space. We report results on two studies: The first study
evaluates the benefits of our system against a condition with the same cyber-physical interface, but without
tele-assistance. Results indicate significant benefits concerning speed, cognitive load and subjective comfort
of the worker. The second study explores how interface designers use our system, leading to initial design
guidelines for tele-presence interfaces like ours.
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INTRODUCTION

Technical facilities increasingly incorporate
cyber-physical systems, which must be operated and
maintained using a mixture of physical and digital
interfaces. This evolution is not limited to industrial
settings: For example, many components of a modern
car can no longer be repaired with physical tools
without access to diagnostic devices that access
the car’s software-controlled sensors and actuators.
In industrial environments, workers must learn to
operate a mixture of conventional physical controls,
such as levers or buttons, and digital interfaces,
such as touch panels placed next to machines or
desktop computer interfaces in a control station. For
maintenance and repair, workers must access sensor
telemetry data through diagnostic interfaces, while
cross-referencing the telemetry with sources on paper. Mastering this multitude of information sources
can be difficult. For cases where the local worker’s
competence is exceeded, equipment manufacturers
operate call-centers or send experts to customers at
high traveling costs.
Consequently, tele-assistance has been proposed
as a relief for workers and experts. Most teleassistance solutions establish a shared presence of remote expert and worker via some form of audio/video
link combined with tele-pointing and on-screen annotation. One approach is to combine tele-presence with
augmented reality (AR) by letting the worker wear

a head-mounted display (HMD) with built-in camera
and microphone. The worker has their hands free and
does not have to switch attention to a stationary screen
in order to access digital data. The remote expert can
see what the worker sees, provide spoken instructions,
and point out relevant areas in the shared video.
These collaborations primarily target supporting
the mutual spatial understanding of worker and expert. They are sufficient in situations where only
physical interfaces or facilities need to be manipulated. However, in a cyber-physical system, digital interfaces must be manipulated as well, requiring
shared understanding of non-spatial aspects. Collaboration in digital space is common practice for office workers, who combine video conferencing with
screen sharing and remote desktop interfaces. The expert will commonly operate the office worker’s desktop computer remotely. In such a tele-assistance situation, the physical interface (e.g., , feeding paper into
a printer) must be operated by the worker, while the
digital interface is subject to mixed initiative (both
users take turns at operating the mouse). Oftentimes
the digital interface will almost exclusively be operated by the expert, in particular, if the worker lacks
technical understanding.
In this work, we combine AR tele-assistance with
shared operations via a remote desktop-like user interface into a framework called maintenance assistance
user interface (MAUI). Our system is able to display
web-based interfaces as overlays in the HMD. These

